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If you don’t know where an evacuation shelter 
is, show this to a person around you.

JNTO (Japanese National Tourism Organization) O�cial Smartphone AppJNTO (Japanese National Tourism Organization) O�cial Smartphone App

JNTO Global WebsiteJNTO Global Website JNTO on TwitterJNTO on Twitter

App Store Google play

Japan O�cial Travel App, a tourist information app, 
delivers information regarding emergency hotlines 
such as police and �re�ghting, and weather forecast. 
When a natural disaster occurs, noti�cations will be 
sent to the app users located in the subject area.

In the case of disaster, pages 
for relevant links will be set up 
at the “Important Notice”
section on Japanese National 
Tourism Organization’s (JNTO) 
website.

When a natural disaster occurs, 
information will be provided to 
ensure safety and peace of mind 
for foreign visitors.
@JapanSafeTravel

Safety tipsSafety tips

POME SakaiPOME Sakai

App Store Google play

App to deliver information related to disasters to 
foreign visitors Earthquake early warnings, tsunami 
warnings, emergency weather warnings, evacuation 
instructions, etc., will be noti�ed by push 
noti�cations.

Run by Sakai City to provide international interaction activities and life 
consultations etc. for foreigners/foreign residents.
Telephone number exclusively for consultation (8 languages available) 
(Weekdays: 10 a.m.–noon, 1 p.m.–4 p.m.)
072-228-7499



Evacuation shelters are places to shelter 
when you are in danger. 
They are free. 
Please go to an evacuation shelter on 
foot. 

When a typhoon strikes, strong wind 
blows and lots of rain falls. 
Typhoons occur every year between July 
and October in Japan. 
If evacuation instructions are issued, 
please go to an evacuation shelter.

EvacuationEvacuation …………………………………………………

Earthquakes are a type of disaster which cannot 
be predicted. 
They are very dangerous, as the ground shakes 
strongly. 
Please protect yourself in a place where nothing 
can fall down or collapse.

…………………………………………………

…………………………………………………TyphoonsTyphoons

Tsunamis are extremely big waves which 
strike after an earthquake. 
Tsunamis can also reach somewhere far 
from the sea.
Do not go near the sea. 
Evacuate on foot as eastwards as possible. 

…………………………………………………TsunamisTsunamis

If you �nd a �re or feel suddenly unwell, call 
119. 
An operator will have questions for you to 
answer.

119 Emergency Call119 Emergency Call …………………………………………

- Fire or medical emergency
- Address where a �re engine or ambulance needs to go
- What is happening? / what is happening to who?
  (What is burning? / which part of your body is hurting? etc.)
- Your name

If you call 119 in Sakai City, English, Chinese, Korean, Spanish 
and Portuguese are available as well as Japanese.
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